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Why a UX/UI 
workshop is key to 
product success
It’s impossible to create a useful and beautiful product without 
prior preparation of the user experience and user interface. 

The UX/UI workshop brings together 

all stakeholders and interested parties 

to discuss ideas that will ultimately 

predetermine the look and feel of the 

new product. It’s an essential element 

of creating the best strategy for building 

products that will sell.

01.
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Is it worth the effort? Let’s take a quick look at some statistics 

related to product design and how it’s influenced by UX/UI 

workshops:

Businesses can shorten the product development cycles 

by 33-50% when they invest in a UX design process.

According to Forrester, better UI could increase your website’s 

conversion rate by 200%, while better UX design could yield 

conversion rates of up to 400%.

About 5% of product features are used 95% of the time. UX 

workshops are focused on identifying and prioritizing those 

most prominent features.

About 90% of users eventually abandon apps when they 

perform poorly. 

Just about 50% of companies actually invest in user testing, 

which means the other 50% misses out on the opportunity to 

create meaningful products.

It goes without saying that UX and UI designs have an 

enormous impact on the overall success of new products or 

solutions. The UX affects the development costs, conversion 

rates, sales rates, customer loyalty and ultimately, ROI. A solid 

user experience will not only fulfill the needs of users, but will 

make them come back for more, helping your business scale 

over time. 

Businesses can shorten the product development cycles by 33-50% 

when they invest in a UX design process.

https://www.forrester.com/report/The-Six-Steps-For-Justifying-Better-UX/RES117708
https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/improve-customer-experience-with-ux-investments-that-increase-roi
https://www.appdynamics.com/newsroom/press-release/appdynamics-releases-app-attention-span-study-which-shows-nearly-90-percent-surveyed-stopped-using-an-app-due-to-poor-performance
https://www.smallbizgenius.net/by-the-numbers/ux-statistics/#gref
https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/improve-customer-experience-with-ux-investments-that-increase-roi
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The difference between UX and UI design
User experience and user interface are two very different 

concepts, but they are inseparable from each other. It’s 

impossible to create a good user experience without thinking 

about the interface - and vice versa.

The user interface (UI) is about what the product looks like. 

That includes its visual design and layout, content, icons, 

typography, etc. UI designers concentrate on creating an 

intuitive interface that will help users to resolve their issues. 

The UI thus connects human beings with the system they want 

to use. UI design works with the so-called UI patterns, or rules, 

that, when used properly, can actually navigate the website or 

application even if they’re seeing it for the first time.

UI is part of the UX, which concentrates on creating 

meaningful experiences while using a given tool. According 

to the International Organization for Standardization, UX is 

“a person’s perceptions and responses resulting from the 

use and or anticipated use of a product, system or service.” 

This requires UX designers to take the time to understand the 

users, their pain points and needs. They have to engage in a 

thorough user journey mapping which is crucial in designing 

the processes that will allow users to fulfill their needs easily 

and effectively. 

INTERACTION DESIGN V ISUA L DESIGN

WIREFRAMES & 
PROTOTYPES COLORS

INFORMATION 
ARCHITECT GRA PHIC  DESIGN

USER REASERCH L AYOUTS

SCENARIOS TYP OGRA PHY

UX UI
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Why is a UX workshop important?
When you commission a product design project to an external design team, you are 

bound to work with people you don’t know on a product they don’t know. The UX/

UI design workshop usually brings all stakeholders together for the first time, offering 

a platform to discuss the entire project. Everyone should thus take this opportunity 

and engage in a meaningful and productive discussion that will shape the course of the 

project. 

With that, you will be able to:

The business founder and the development team should thus take this opportunity 

and together engage in productively shaping the course of the project. After that 

discussion, you will be able to move on to creating mockups and the development 

phase. 

spot things you haven’t yet thought 

through as you will be exposed to 

different perspectives, 

find ways to make improvements, better understand the costs of 
the project.

make informed decisions as you get 

to revise your business model and get 

to know the technical perspective,
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Skill set required for a successful UX, tech and 
business scoping workshop

The workshop focuses on selecting the functionalities required 

to meet the business goals and fulfill the user requirements, in 

accordance with the budget and technology requirements. 

Expert knowledge and skills are thus indispensable to obtain 

these outcomes.

Key players involved in a UX, tech and business scoping workshop:

Client representative - the source of all the key information 

about the project and the key decision-maker, eg:

 Business representative

 Technical expert

 Product Owner

 CEO/CTO/Founder

Facilitator - the person in charge of the entire undertaking. They 

are focused on completing every workshop activity, fulfilling the 

objectives and obtaining concrete results.

UX/UI Designer - focuses on understanding the users and 

advocating for them during the workshop. They will be concerned 

with effective communication and stories enabled through the 

new technology.

Project Manager - essential for implementing the project in 

accordance with the timeline and budget requirements. 

Tech Lead or Tech Architect - responsible for developing the 

product in a way that supports the business goals. During the 

workshop, they will advise on what is possible and what isn’t.
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Account Manager - they are the customer’s advocate and the 

key point of contact for all stakeholders throughout the duration 

of the project.

Optionally, the team could also involve:

Business Analyst - while the designers will be oriented at 

solving user problems, the BA’s principal focus will be on business 

requirements and goals. Their presence will help ensure the right 

balance between the needs of the different stakeholders.

Development Team - if the development team has been 

assembled before the project begins, it will be good to include 

them for additional technical inputs. They need to thoroughly 

understand the project requirements and objectives in order to 

implement it. 

A UX/UI workshop isn’t about the design only. It’s also oriented at 

supporting the business objectives and goals in a sustainable manner. 

In our view, all of aforementioned experts and stakeholders are key to 

setting a product vision that meets the objectives, delights the users and 

keeps them engaged every day. Above all, they are essential to translating 

your needs into technology.
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Questions to answer 
before creating 
a new product
What’s the most important tool for every product designer? 

Questions!  UX designers need to engage in a thorough interview 

with the client to find out the necessary details about the tool 

before delving into the actual workshop. Answering a number 

of questions is crucial for building a successful product - one 

that solves real problems of the potential user base in an easy 

and delightful way. 

To this end, we’ve compiled a list of 
46 questions that should be answered 
at the very outset of every project. We 
imagine you can be intimidated by the 
number, but this exhaustive list was 
composed to extract all the information 
required to kick the project off on the 

right foot. The more thorough answers 
you can provide, the better outcome 
we can count on. 
The bottom line is - creating a product 
is an enormous undertaking, so you 
must prepare and be prepared. Let’s 
dig in!

02.
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46 product design questions
The questions are divided into 9 topical areas. If you’re getting 

ready to take part in a UX/UI workshop with RST Software, we 

strongly advise you to take the time to revise them and think 

about the answers in advance. They will come in handy during 

the workshop sessions. We’ve included a printable template 

with the questions at the end of this ebook.

1. What is the purpose of the product?

2. What problems or issues will the product solve?

3. How would you define the success of the new tool? 

4. What needs to happen for the project to be successful?

5. How would you describe the product from the business 

perspective?

6. How would you describe the product from the user’s 

perspective?

7. Who are the users of the product? Think about both primary 

and secondary users.

8. How would you describe the user persona? Think about 

their characteristics, such as age, experience, education, 

etc.

9. Why should they use the product? Think about what the 

users need and what are their interests and goals.

10. When and where will users access the product? 

 It’s about the environment and context.

11. How will users access the product in terms of computer 

settings, connection speed, resolution, etc.?

Product vision

Product goals

Audiences 

and their needs
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12. What actions will users perform with the product? Think 

about specific tasks, as well as the content, features and 

functionalities that will support them. 

13. Which tasks are critical to users’ success with regards to 

using the tool?

14. Which tasks are most important to users? Focus on the 

importance.

15. Which features of the product will users use the most? 

Focus on the frequency.

16. Which features are prone to usability issues? 

 Focus on the vulnerability.

17. Which tasks are critical to the organization’s success in 

relation to the product? 

18. How often will users frequent your product?  

19. What will compel users to return to your product?

20. Which tasks should users be able to accomplish easily  
 and efficiently, with few errors? 

21. Which tasks should users be able to finish quickly and 

effectively?

22. What level of satisfaction should users have after using 

the product? Could they enjoy using it?

23. What should the product do? How do you visualize it? 

24. How would you describe your initial view of the project? 

 What do you think the project should entail?

25. Who will be the key point of contact?

26. Are there any restraints, mandates, or guidelines 

 for the product?  

27. Are there any products you would like to model 

 or a particular style that you prefer?

Task 
analysis 
and
prioritization

Usability 
objectives 
(measurable)

Expectations, 
requirements 
and preferences
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Accessibility 
requirements 
and needs

Available 
resources 
and training 
needs

Initial 
technology 
needs

28. What characteristics/attributes/attitude should the 

product convey to users?  

29. If we’re redesigning the product, what prompted it?

30. How accessible is the product in its current form?

31. What type of accessibility testing has been done?  

32. What types of accessibility tools should be used?

33. Who is the key point of contact on accessibility issues?

34. What resources are available for product updates and 

maintenance?

35. Do you have content writers skilled in writing for the web?   

36. Are there graphic designers on staff?

37. Who will be responsible for programming 

 and maintaining the product?

38. Who is in charge of product marketing and promotion?

39. Who will be responsible for analyzing your product 

analytics?

40. Do you have a budget available for hiring or training staff? 

41. What are your hosting needs? 

42. Do you currently have a domain name or do you 

 need a new one?

43. Are you currently using a content management system? 

If so, which one? If not, which systems are you currently 

looking at?

44. Are you currently logging any web metrics? If so, what 

metrics are you currently capturing? If not, do you 

 plan on adding them to your product? 

45. Do you currently have a search engine? If so, 

 what type of search are you using?  

46. Do you have a budget for implementing new technology?

Expectations, 
requirements 
and preferences
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UX/UI workshop - what’s 
involved?
Participating in a UX/UI workshop at the very outset of a project 

is crucial for the ultimate success of your new solution. It helps 

to set the right course for new product development and to 

clarify the goals and expectations towards it. It also allows 

you to gather and organize the key information necessary to 

create a beautiful, usable and effective software product.

In this document, we outline what’s 

involved in the UX/UI workshop. We 

advise every company or entrepreneur 

who starts their product development 

journey to take part in the workshop at 

the very beginning of the project. The 

same applies if you are planning to add 

new features or functionalities to an 

existing tool. 

The UX/UI workshop focuses on 

delivering five outcomes required to build 

the new software product that responds 

to both the needs of your customers 

and your business. We are talking about 

the Business Model, Personas, Pitch, 

User Stories, Scenarios and Flows, and 

Customer Journey Model. All of these will 

make a vital contribution to the overall 

UX/UI design strategy. 

Let’s take a look at those outcomes in 

detail. We discuss the advantages of 

each and present the methodology for 

achieving results that make the best 

impact on the overall product design 

strategy.

03.
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Business model 

Understanding your business model 

is vital to ensuring the product and its 

design fulfill the  business needs. We 

take advantage of two tried-and-tested 

tools: Business Model Canvas and Value 

Proposition Canvas. A combination 

of these two elements gives every 

stakeholder an even better understanding 

of the business approach. Each tool can 

be used separately, but the VPC is a useful 

addition to the BMC.

Why is it important to define the business 

model? 

It helps designers and developers 

to understand the product and its 

context.

It clarifies the business mechanism 

behind the client’s tools and sets clear 

goals, putting all the stakeholders on 

the same page.

It allows participants to evaluate 

specific project assumptions.

It’s an occasion to brainstorm new 

ideas and solutions to potential 

problems.

It helps to set more accurate cost 

estimates.

It reveals the project risks and weak 

areas, allowing you to prepare a risk 

management strategy.

It pushes stakeholders to identify 

the key functionalities required to 

achieve the goals.

It helps to define the target group 

that would use the tool.

Business Model Canvas
The business model canvas helps 

to organize and understand project 

stakeholders, and determine what the 

customer‘s environment looks like from 

the business perspective. This stage of the 

UX process focuses on the identification of 

the following, business-critical elements:

Key partners

Key activities

Key resources

Value proposition(s)

Distribution channels

Customer relationships

Customer segments
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Methodology

The Business Model Canvas is a well established 

strategic management tool that allows businesses 

to clearly define the components of their business 

model. It focuses on nine elements. Let‘s take a look 

at them one by one and review the questions they aim 

to answer.

T H E  B U S I N E S S  M O D E L  C A N V A S

K E Y  P A R T N E R S

K E Y  A C T I V I T I E S

K E Y 
R E S O U R C E S

C H A N N E L S

C O S T  S T R U C T U R E R E V E N U E  S T R E A M S

V A L U E 
P R O P O S I T I O N ( S )

C U S T O M E R 
S E G M E N T S

C U S T O M E R 
R E L A T I O N S H I P S

You can download the template here, or use a free online version here.
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Key Partners - every external person or organization 
the business requires to run smoothly. 

 Who are our main partners? 

 Who are our main suppliers? 

 What resources are we obtaining from our partners? 

 What key activities do these partners perform?

Key Activities - those that the business must perform in order 
to continue to operate.

 What key activities does our value proposition require? 

 Our distribution channels? 

 Relationship with customers? 

 Source of revenue?

Key Resources - the resources that the company needs in 

order to offer what it promises in the value proposition. These 

can be physical (factories, machines), intellectual (domain 

knowledge, patents), human (reputable experts or staff), or 

financial (money, shares). 

 What major features does our value proposition require? 

 What are the distribution channels? 

 What is required to establish relations with customers? 

 What are the sources of revenue?

Value propositions - the reason(s) why customers should 

choose your business or product over other competing products.

 What value do you deliver to customers? 

 What problem are you helping solve? 

 What needs are you satisfying? 

 What set of products and services are you offering 

 to each customer segment?
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Customer relations - acquisition, retention and expansion.
What kind of relationship do each of your customer segments 
expect us to establish with them? 

 Will they be automated or human-induced? 

 Which ones have we established? 

 What is the cost of each? 

 Do they fit in our business model?

 
Channels - the way the company communicates with its cus-
tomers from the moment they purchase the product to the 
support they receive after the purchase. 

 By what channels do our customer segments want to be contacted? 

 How do we reach them now? 

 How do our channels integrate? 

 Which works best? 

 Which are most cost-effective? 

 How are they integrated into the customer routine?

 
Customer segments -  the target group we would like to buy 
the product from us.

 Who are we creating value for? 

 Who are our most important consumers?

 

Cost structure - both fixed and variable.

 What are the most important costs in our Business Model? 

 What major features are more expensive? 

 Which key activities are more expensive?

 

Revenue Streams - these should take into consideration 
every customer segment. 

 What value   are your customers really willing to pay? 

 What do they currently pay for? 

 How do they pay? 

 Would there be a better payment system?

 How much does each revenue source contribute to total revenue?
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Value Proposition Canvas

The Value Proposition Canvas takes a closer look at the two 

components of the Business Model Canvas: Value Propositions 

and Customer Segments. A single canvas sheet will correspond 

to one customer segment. We list some questions that will help 

you fill out each element of the Canvas.

T H E  V A L U E  P R O P O S I T I O N  C A N V A S

Product and Services - the place to list all your products, 
services and features.

Pain relivers - focus on elements that remove a current frus-
tration for the customer. 

Gain creators - verything that offers someting new or im-
poves the user experience.

G A I N 
C R E A T O R S

G A I N

P R O D U C T  & 
S E R V I C E S

C O U S T O M E R
J O B S

P A I N 
R E L I V E R S

P A I N 
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Customer Jobs - include all the tasks that customers are trying 

to complete, e.g. solving a problem, fulfilling a specific action, 

satisfying a need. 

 What functions does your customer try to perform? 

 What social goals does your customer try to accomplish?

 What are your client’s emotional goals?

 What jobs make them feel satisfied?

 How do your customers want to be perceived by others? What can 

they do to achieve this?

 How does your customer want to feel? What do they need to do to 

get this?

 Track the interaction of the customer with your product throughout the 

cycle of consumption. What work should the customer do for this time?

 

Pains - factors that prevent a customer from completing a job. It 

can be something that a customer has to deal with, or negative 

outcomes that they would prefer to avoid. Pains could be 

severe or minor - it helps to evaluate them from the customer’s 

perspective. 

 What does your customer find too costly in terms of money, time 

and/or effort? 

 What makes them feel bad?

 Are there other solutions that your customer finds unacceptable? 

 What challenges and problems do your customers face? Perhaps they 

are unaware, don’t understand or cannot implement something? 

 Are your customers anxious about anything in their financial, social or 

technical spheres of life? 

Customer Profile 

This part of the exercise focuses on listing customer pains and 

gains while they try to perform specific activities.
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Gains - include the positive experiences and desires that the 

customers are looking to fulfill.  Gains are the incentives that 

push the customer to adopt a product or service. 

 What makes your customer happy in terms of time, 

 money and effort? 

 What results does your customer expect? 

 Can you exceed these expectations? 

 What would make the work or life easier for your customers? New 

features, new payment plans, etc. 

 What positive outcomes do your customers want in their social 

relations?

 What perks are they looking for?

Products and Services - the set of features, products and 

services offered. If you’re producing different versions of the 

tool, you can also list the version of the product you will offer, 

e.g. freemium or trial. Focus on how the features and products 

will help customers get their job done.

Pain relievers - here the focus is on how your product will ease 

the customers’ pain. These relievers should be relevant to the 

pains mentioned in the customer profile. Different sorts of pain 

relievers are made for different kinds of pain. However, it isn’t 

necessary to discuss the whole pain in detail here. Just a simple 

statement will do the task.

Value Map

The map focuses on mapping out the product features, 

functionalities and benefits that attract customers and 

fulfill their needs, as listed in the corresponding Customer 

Profile circle.
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 Can you make any savings with your product? Time, money, or 

maybe effort?

 Can it improve your customer’s emotions? Can it fix what normally 

gives them a headache?

 Does it fix the defects of existing solutions? Or, offer what they lack?

 Will it allow the customers to achieve what they are going for ? 

 Does it remove the difficulties or problems that your customer

  faces?

 Does your product/ service exclude the negative social conse-

quences that are encountered or which are afraid of your custom-

ers?

 Does it reduce the risks that your clients are afraid of?

 Does it help your customers sleep better at night? 

 Does it limit or eradicate common mistakes that customers allow?

 Does it eliminate barriers that keep your customers from imple-

menting the specific solution?

 

Gain creators - this is where you show how your product adds 

value to customers. How does your product help customers 

achieve their goals? List everything that offers something new or 

improves their user experience.

 Does your product provide savings that make your client happy?

 Does it ensure the results that the customer expects? 

 Does it simplify the work or life of the customer?

 Does it give something that your customer wants to get? 

 Does your product/ service reflect some of the dreams of your cus-

tomer? 

 Does it give positive results that meet the criteria for success and 

failure of the customer?
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More precisely, define their:

needs,

goals,

pain points & problems,

habits,

other solutions that could currently solve their problems,

context in which they would use the tool.

We do not look at personas through customer segments, but 

customer types. By default, your product offering is designed for 

a single customer segment. Every group that requires a different 

type of offering, or that will require a separate distribution 

channel, will constitute a separate segment.

Why is defining personas important? 

This exercise offers a way to look at a product through a 

user’s perspective.

It’s a simple way to ensure you are working on a solution 

created for a specific target user in mind, rather than a 

generic one. 

It‘s a representation of the real target audience data 

gathered in a previous research.

It yields an effective communication tool for stakeholders, 

subcontractors and any parties involved in the project. 

Personas
Once we have the Business Model Canvas and the Value 

Proposition Canvas, it’s time to take a closer look at the target 

audience. This stage of the UX workshop is about determining 

who are the model personas that could buy the product. 

Imagine who would you like to sell the product to; who would 

be interested in it? 
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Methodology 

The Value Proposition Canvas takes a closer look at the 

two components of the Business Model Canvas: Value 

Propositions and Customer Segments. A single canvas sheet 

will correspond to one customer segment. We list some 

questions that will help you fill out each element of the 

Canvas.

This is a creative exercise. The goal is to define the ideal 

client for your product. Think about their basic personal 

information: their age, location, education, career and 

family status. 

What is their life philosophy? What do they dream about? 

What hobbies do they have?

What does their daily routine look like? What do they 

experience on a daily basis? What pain points, problems 

and needs do they face every day that the new tool could 

help them solve? Your solution is supposed to solve this 

specific need in a way that matches their lifestyle and 

preferences, so all of these details are important.
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What could incentivize them to use the new tool?

How skilled are they from the technology perspective? 

What sort of onboarding will they require before they start 

to navigate the tool with ease? 

Creating a personal profile should be supplemented 

with real-world data that can be obtained in a number of 

different ways: through customer interviews, focus groups, 

surveys, customer support data and/or third party research. 

The research does not have to be limited to what happens 

during the workshop only.

Be as specific as possible. Clients often underestimate this 

phase, while having a clear picture of who they intend to sell 

the product to will help shape it in a way that encourages 

them to buy it and continue to use it. 

Gather the information on a single sheet, adding a user’s 

profile picture. 

A uniform personal template doesn’t exist; you may want 

to add custom elements to it depending on the nature of 

your product, the pain points you are trying to solve, etc. 

Be flexible when creating a persona profile. 

Elevator pitch
An elevator pitch is a clear and very brief message oriented at 

selling the product to the personas you have elaborated during 

the previous stage or to potential investors.
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It communicates who you are, what you‘re looking for and how 

you can benefit an individual, or a company or organization. 

It‘s typically about 30 seconds - the time it takes people to ride 

from the top to the bottom of a building in an elevator.

Why is an elevator pitch important?

It briefly communicates the essence of your business and 

services within that short amount of time. 

Helps to define and understand the unique value of the 

product so that you can communicate it clearly - this is 

essential for effective marketing efforts!

It’s an excellent communication tool when you want to 

convince prospective partners or investors.

It will help you channel your marketing efforts. 

Methodology 

The most difficult thing about an elevator pitch is its brevity. You 

want to limit yourself to a maximum of 10 sentences. Answer 

these questions as shortly and precisely as possible to create 

one:

Who is the target user? 

What do they need? 

What problem am I trying to solve?

What’s the solution?

What are the benefits of the solution?

Are there any competitors? 

What’s the unique differentiator (or key value proposition)?

Once you answer these questions, you should be able 

to come up with a convincing elevator pitch. 
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For (the target user)  .......................................................................................................

who has (a need or problem) ......................................................................................

(product name) ...............................................................................................................  

is (product category)  ................................................ that offers (one key benefit) 

............................................................................................................................................. 

in comparison to (the competition)  ......................................................................... 

our product offers (key value proposition) .............................................................

The purpose of creating user stories, 

scenarios and flows is to examine how 

users could potentially move through a 

tool in order to achieve specific goals. User 

stories focus on specific functionalities, 

scenarios envision the circumstances in 

which a persona would use these features, 

and flows look at the exact interaction 

paths within a tool. Let’s take a closer look 

at each of these elements. User story is a 

tool used in Agile software development 

that describes a software feature from 

an end-user perspective. The user story 

describes the type of user, what they want 

and why. It is a very high-level definition 

of a requirement, containing just enough 

information so that the developers can 

produce a reasonable estimate of the 

effort to implement it. 

To write a compelling elevator pitch, follow the below scheme:

User stories, scenarios and flows
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User story

User story is a tool used in Agile software development that 

describes a software feature from an end-user perspective. The 

user story describes the type of user, what they want and why. 

It is a very high-level definition of a requirement, containing 

just enough information so that the developers can produce a 

reasonable estimate of the effort to implement it. 

A user story is a short description of a single business 

functionality. Defining user stories is important from the 

developers’ perspective - a single story should be completed in 

up to three days. As such, they help to break down the product 

functionalities into smaller features that are easier to manage 

once development begins.

Let’s imagine your new application features taking a photo with 

a mobile phone. User stories created around this feature could 

include adding filters, zooming in and out, recording a video. 

As a <role>

I want <goal>

so that <benefit>

Acceptance criteria: 
(Condition of Satisfaction)

As a Account Manager
I want a sales report of my 
account to be sent to my 
inbox daily. So that I can 
monitor the sales progress 
of my customer portfolio.

Acceptance criteria: 
The report is sent daily to my in-
box. The report contains the fol-
lowing sales details

An example user story could be the following: As a lover of nature 

photography, I want to be able to zoom in with high resolution, so that I could 

capture the details of the beautiful flowers.
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Why are user stories important?

User stories help the entire team understand and agree on 

a goal of the tool. The goals are actions that the company 

wants their target audience to perform. If the company 

doesn‘t understand which processes lead to these main 

actions, the product won‘t work properly. 

They help to estimate the development costs of relevant 

product features.

They also promote collaboration and increase transparency 

of the project. 

Methodology

A good user story is written from the user’s perspective. Stick 

to the format: As a user (role), I want to (do what), so that I 

could (benefit).  

Begin by writing down all the possible user stories, including 

those that are important from the perspective of every 

stakeholder. Later, you will prioritize them.

User stories can be written down on index cards or virtual 

boards. It‘s good to write down all the possible stories.

Once you complete creating the user stories, the team 

should engage in prioritizing them to understand which 

are indispensable for the product release, which could be 

developed at a later stage, or which ones could potentially 

be dropped altogether.
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User scenario

User scenario describes how a user could interact with a website 

or software application. In the narrative, we specify a task and 

describe how a user could accomplish it in the new solution. 

This hypothetical plot describes the interaction process with the 

design and focuses on understanding their motivation. 

Scenario writing allows you to imagine an ideal future where 

your users can get their work done without the difficulties they 

experience today. Here’s a well-written user scenario example 

offered by the Interaction Design Foundation:

“Jeremy, 52, a senior manager for a medical 

supplies company, needs constantly 

updated information on purchasing-related 

issues while he travels between work 

and hospital sites, so he can use/allocate 

resources optimally. He’s highly skilled, 

organized and diligent. However, with 

recent layoffs he now struggles to manage 

his workload and is too drained to enjoy 

his career. He strains to handle tasks which 

his former assistant previously performed, 

stay current with issues and investigate 

supply-chain problems, while he tries 

to find alternatives that would be more 

economical in the financial climate.

He wants something convenient like an 

app to take him straight to only the most 

relevant updates and industry news, 

including current information feeds about 

share prices, tariffs on foreign suppliers, 

budget decisions in local hospitals and 

innovations in the medical devices he 

handles (mostly lung and cardiovascular 

products). Instead of continuing to liaise 

with three other managers and spending 

an hour generating one end-of-day report 

through the company intranet, he’d love to 

have all the information he needs securely 

on his smartphone and be able to easily 

send real-time screenshots for junior staff 

to action and file and corporate heads to 

examine and advise him about.”
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Why are user stories important?
A good user scenario identifies the context of use and helps 

to tailor the experience to the user‘s motivations and needs, 

walking us through the path step by step.

It may validate the design or reveal the areas that had been 

overlooked. 

They help designers understand what motivates users when 

they interact with a design. 

Methodology
Begin by providing the context: who is the user, what are their 

goals, when and where do they want to achieve those goals 

and why, in relation to the tool you are building.

Skip the technical details, so that all stakeholders can 

understand the scenario easily. 

Stay focused on the bigger picture, but stick to the point: 

explain what led them to interact with the tool, how they 

interact with it and whether they need something to be able 

to interact with it. 

Focus the attention on the user. 
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User flow

User flow is the exact path a persona has to go through in an app 

or a website to complete a task that generates an outcome. The 

flow encompasses all the steps a user must take from their entry 

point all the way to the result. Product teams create them to 

predict and demonstrate the possible paths of interaction with 

the product. It’s an attempt to visualize the interaction process.
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This part of the workshop is about writing down the points and 

mapping the results, so pen and paper could easily work here. 

Otherwise, we use tools like StoriesOnBoard, Mural, InVision 

Freehand, Milanote or mind mapping software like XMind.

Customer journey map
Customer journey maps help visualize the complete process 

required to accomplish the main product goal. The map 

considers the ways in which a customer discovers a company 

and enters their website or application to obtain a specific 

result. It includes the time a user takes to consider their options, 

and post purchase aspects, such as onboarding.

Why are user stories important?

It’s the best and fastest way to visualize the process of 

completing a task or transactions.

Ensure important steps in the process aren’t missed.

They paint the full picture: show all the possible paths a user 

might take to complete a task with the new tool, in an easy-

to-grasp way.

They help improve communication across the product team.

Methodology 

Begin by determining the objectives of the user and your 

objectives.

Determine how users could find your tool and create an 

outline of the path that brings them to the result.

Determine the steps required on this path and the information 

users may need as they navigate the website. Label the 

elements of the flow.

Map out the entire flow by linking the elements.

https://storiesonboard.com/
https://www.mural.co/
https://www.invisionapp.com/freehand
https://www.invisionapp.com/freehand
https://milanote.com/
https://www.xmind.net/
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While working on the map, the product team focuses on 

addressing the customer’s needs and pain points, and finding 

the ways to improve the process.

Why is customer journey mapping important?

The map pinpoints specific elements in the customer journey 

that cause pain or delight, thus allowing to rectify the weak 

points in the process. 

Offers a shared, organization-wide understanding of the 

customer journey, allowing businesses to assign ownership 

of key touchpoints to specific departments.

It allows product teams to reconsider the specific stages 

of the journey from the technical perspective and make 

improvements wherever necessary

Methodology

The map is tied to a specific product or service. It is split 

into five lanes: actions, touchpoints, emotions, pain points 

and possible solutions. They reflect the user’s perspective, 

including their mindset, thoughts, and emotions, leaving out 

most of the process elements. 

Begin mapping the customer journey by compiling a series of 

user goals and actions into a timeline. 

Next, assign user thoughts and emotions to every stage of 

the journey in order to create a narrative. 

Whenever a user experiences negative emotions, identify the 

reasons and consider what improvements can be made to 

eliminate them. Focus on increasing the client’s satisfaction.

Finally, that narrative is condensed into a visualization used 

to communicate insights that will inform design processes.

Note that every persona will have their proper user map. 
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Designing products 
with RST Software
At RST Software, we are aware that every product is unique 

and therefore the design process will have its unique 

requirements. Our clients benefit from a tailor-made design 

process and product team that are oriented at meeting the 

exact needs, the business model and resources at hand. We 

are oriented at delivering quickly, while establishing long-

term collaboration.

We helped numerous clients validate, 

create and release their new products. 

You can browse our portfolio here. We 

encourage you to take a look at some 

of our case studies 1, 2, 3, where we 

explain how we supported our clients 

with their product design needs. We will 

be happy to discuss how we can assist 

you in your next product development 

project.

If you have any questions, 

please contact us directly 

at offer@rst.software 

and we’ll provide answers. 

04.

rst.software/case-study
rst.software/case-study/skyhome
rst.software/case-study/carfellows
https://rst.software/case-study/kitche
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Additional reading

05.

BUSINE S S  MODEL  GENER ATION

VA LUE PROPOSITION DE SIGN

TE S TING  BUSINE S S  IDE A S
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46 product design 
questions template

06.
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What is the purpose 
of the product?

What needs to happen 
for the project to be successful?

Who are the users of the prod-
uct? Think about both primary 
and secondary users.

What are the goals of 
the product?

How would you describe 
the product from an 
organization’s viewpoint?

How would you describe 
them? Think about their 
characteristics, such as age, 
experience, education, etc.

How would you define
the success of the new tool? 

How would you describe
 the product from 
a user’s perspective?

Why should they use the 
product? Think about what the 
users need and what are their 
interests and goals.

Product vision

Product goals

Audiences and their needs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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14. Which tasks are 
most important to users? 
Focus on the importance.

Task analysis and prioritization

When and where will users 
access the product? It’s about 
the environment and context.

Which features of the 
product will users use the 
most?
 Focus on the frequency.

How will users access the 
product in terms of computer 
settings, connection speed, 
resolution, etc.?

Which tasks are critical 
to users’ success with regards
 to using the tool?

Which features are prone 
to usability issues? 
Focus on the vulnerability.

How often will users 
frequent your product?

Which tasks are 
most important to users? 
Focus on the importance.

Which tasks are critical to 
the organization’s success in 
relation to the product? 

What will compel users 
to return to your product?

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

What actions will users 
perform with the product? 
Think about specific tasks, as 
well as the content, features 
and functionalities that will 
support them. 
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Which tasks should users 
be able to accomplish easily 
and efficiently, with few errors? 

What should the product do? 
How do you visualize it? 

Are there any products you 
would like to model or a 
particular style that you prefer?

Are there any restraints, 
mandates, or guidelines
 for the product?

Which tasks should users 
be able to finish quickly 
and effectively?

How would you describe your 
initial view of the project? What 
do you think the project should 
entail?

What characteristics/attributes/
attitude should the product 
convey to users?

What level of satisfaction should 
users have after using the prod-
uct? Could they enjoy using it?

Who will be the key point 
of contact?

If we’re redesigning 
the product, what prompted it?

Usability objectives (measurable)

Expectations, requirements and preferences

23

20

24

21

25

22

26

27

28

29
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Are there graphic 
designers on staff?

How accessible is 
the product in its current form?

Who is the key point of 
contact on accessibility issues? 

Who will be responsible for 
programming and maintaining 
the product

Are there graphic 
designers on staff?

What type of accessibility 
testing has been done? 

What resources are 
available for product updates 
and maintenance?

Who is in charge of 
product marketing 
and promotion?

What types of accessibility
tools should be used?

Do you have content writers 
skilled in writing for the Web?

Who will be responsible 
for analyzing your product 
analytics?

Accessibility requirements and needs

Available resources and training needs

30

34

31

35

32

36

38

33

37

39
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41. What are your 
hosting needs?

40. Do you have a budget 
available for hiring
 or training staff? 

Do you currently have a domain 
name or do you need a new 
one? Do you have the budget to 
buy a new domain name? 

Are you currently using 
a content management system? 
If so, which one? If not, which
 systems are you currently 
looking at?

Are you currently logging 
Web metrics? If so, what metrics 
are you currently capturing? 
If not, do you plan on adding 
them to your product?

Do you currently have a 
search engine? If so, what 
type of search are you using?

What are your 
hosting needs?

Do you have a budget 
for implementing 
new technology?

Initial technology needs

Do you have a budget 
available for hiring or training 
staff? 

41

42

43

45

44

46

40
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About Us
RST Software Masters is a custom software development 

company from Poland with over 20 years of experience 

in IT. Our team of 150+ developers boasts skills in diverse 

technologies and delivered dozens of projects and tools for 

our clients across the globe. 

07. 

We co-create the RST Group, a Poland-

based group of software and UX houses 

as well as venture capital entities that 

creates and invests in technology 

related products. RST Group has 24 

companies in its portfolio. Together, 

we are committed to developing high-

quality software, ongoing progress and 

environmental consciousness.   

RST Software is a partner of Camunda 

and Amazon Web Services. 

https://www.rstgroup.eu/
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